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Russian authorities ordered mobile operators to cut access to mobile data services during last
weekend's opposition protests in Moscow, marking the first documented case in Moscow's
history, Russia’s Internet Protection Society NGO has said.

Russia's first documented instance of authorities ordering to stifle mobile internet access
took place in the country's republic of Ingushetia in October, when thousands gathered
against a border deal with neighboring Chechnya. Last Saturday, 1,001 people were detained
along Moscow’s central Boulevard Ring during marches in support of opposition candidates
rejected from running for city council.
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Mobile internet access was restricted in an area of 13 square kilometers in Russia’s capital
between 1 p.m. and 7 p.m. on Aug. 3, the Internet Protection Society said Monday.

The NetBlocks internet monitoring group documented a “targeted internet shutdown” in
central Moscow at the time, including partial disruptions at the state-controlled provider
Rostelecom.

Protesters and journalists, including a Moscow Times reporter, reported having difficulties
connecting to the internet along the demonstration route that day.

Signals were shut down “at the demand of law enforcement agencies,” BBC Russia cited a call
center letter it had obtained from one of Russia’s three major mobile operators as saying.

Two providers told Russian media they were experiencing network overload on Saturday,
claims that the Internet Protection Society argued were “groundless” based on official
estimates of low protester turnout.
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“Unfortunately, sometimes the presence of a large crowd of people in a limited space leads to
an overload of existing 4G networks, which have their own limits based on the number of
subscribers in one cell and the size of the data channel,” a spokesperson for the MegaFon
mobile phone provider told The Moscow Times.

Under Russian law, telecommunications services can be switched off on the decision of the
Federal Security Service, the Interior Ministry or other law enforcement agencies. 
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